TITLE: TRANSPORTATION PLANNER I - III

DEFINITION: In an increasingly responsible capacity, works under the direction of the Manager of Transportation Planning in the conduct of planning activities related to the Port's transportation systems.

REPORTS TO: Director of Planning

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES:
- Assists in traffic analyses and preparation of traffic studies for Port facilities, transportation projects and environmental documents (EIR/EIS);
- Manages and assists in the review of consultant traffic studies;
- Assists in the review/analysis of regional transportation studies/issues pertaining to outside agencies such as SCAG, LACMTA, Caltrans and USDOT;
- Conducts or assists in the review/analysis of traffic issues;
- Conducts or assists in the analysis of regulatory (e.g., Congestion Management Program) and legislative (e.g., proposed State transportation bills) issues;
- Assists Port engineering division in development and conceptual design of roadway and rail facilities;
- Collects, develops, analyzes various types of data for use in Port transportation studies;
- Manages Port consultants and staff intern;
- Evaluates and develops strategies on funding issues;
- May represent the Port at outside agency meetings;
- Prepares reports, correspondence;
- Performs other related duties as required.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
A bachelors degree in Civil Engineering or Urban Planning with an emphasis in transportation planning/engineering; two years experience; a Masters Degree in transportation engineering/planning may be substituted for one year of experience.

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS:
Experience with traffic engineering and transportation engineering/planning principles and methodologies (including computer software applications) is desired.